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In this presentation, we will answer key questions

1. What are the implications of the current environment on IT Services?

2. What are some best practices for how IT Service Management can 
deliver excellence in customer service?

3. Service Management and Cloud?

4. How can an organization move forward?
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1.  What are the implications of the current 
environment on IT Services? 
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Unprecedented drop in housing 
prices in the USA

New data drives Dow stocks down 

Doubters question EU's
economic stimulus plan

From bad to worse
latest economic news roils markets

Asian economies feeling 
the pinch—Japan rescue 
package proposed

Today’s economic turmoil is challenging CIOs to rethink how 
to best support their businesses
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More dataMore serversGrowing number of users and devicesDispersed locationsCorporate, customer and partner privacyNew and existing applicationsNew customer and industry demands24/7 demand for accessMulti-platform environmentsNeed to maximize IT skillsInformation security, compliance and privacyTime for Radical SimplificationNo structured approach to respond to challenges
It’s time to start thinking differently
about IT Service Management.
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20%-30%

15%-35%

15%-40%10%-30%

15%-40%

10%-30%

15%-30%

CIOs are implementing several initiatives to address current 
pressures, with IT Service Management as a core imperative
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Based in Houston, Texas

3 million meters

45,000 miles of transmission and distribution lines

Need to create an infrastructure that will reduce their 
costs, improve their customer service, and enhance the 
safety of their system
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Yet, many have reached a “pain threshold”, recognizing the 
need for a good service management strategy and plan 

What are the services IT provides and how do they 
support the critical business activities and 
objectives?
How do I put this all together? ITIL, ISO, COBIT…
How do we start an IT service management 
program? 
We embrace the service management concept –
what will it really take to realize it?
We want to be “ITIL compliant”. How do you do 
that? How do you integrated COBIT and 
International Standards?
Our ITIL experience is more like the “Goldilocks 
Syndrome”. How do we just do this right?
How do we best plan, design and implement IT 
service management best practices in my 
organization?

A good service management strategy and plan addresses these issues.
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As products and services become smarter, so must our 
approach to creating and managing them…

…to ensure maximum value     
to the business and our customers.

Align People, 
Process, 

Information & 
Assets

+

+

+

+

+
High-Quality, 
Differentiated 

Services & Products

Across 
Organizational 
Silos

Line of 
business

Facilities & 
Production

Network 
Operations

Security 
Operations

Datacenter 
Operations

Customer 
Relations

Business 
Partners

Research & 
Development
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Business Services

Lost opportunities. Unnecessary risk. Low efficiency & return.

Obscured views. Inadequate governance.    
Operational disconnect.

Business Objectives

Manage Risk Reduce CostImprove Service

Business Processes

IT Assets    Business Assets

IT Processes

People InformationBusiness Indicators IT Indicators

Traditional management approaches lack the integration needed to
measure and manage delivery against business objectives…
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With IBM Service Management you can focus on the things 
that matter most to your business... 

Build Agility into Your Operations
Improve integration and automation of workflow across operational 
silos, tools, and processes for reduced cost and improved time to 
market.

VisibilityVisibility

AutomationAutomation

See Your Business Services and Processes
Establish a clear, aligned and differentiated service strategy, and gain the 
real-time intelligence needed to measure and improve delivery against
business and IT objectives.

ControlControl

Manage and Secure Your Investments
Ensure effective governance of assets, information, processes, and 
services through enhanced change and security controls, and 
compliance reporting.
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What services do we provide to clients?

Strategy and Planning Design Implement Manage/Operate

Start with… or…

Service Management 
Design

Service Management 
Design

Service Management 
Strategy and Planning
Service Management 
Strategy and Planning

Service Management 
Implementation
Service Management 
Implementation

Platform Integration and 
Deployment Services

Platform Integration and 
Deployment Services

Device Management 
Services

Device Management 
Services

End User Support 
Services

End User Support 
Services

Software Platform 
Management Services

Software Platform 
Management Services

Tivoli

Workplace Optimization
& Consulting Services

Workplace Optimization
& Consulting Services

Remote Managed 
Infrastructure Services

Remote Managed 
Infrastructure Services

IBM Service Management Solution Summary
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2.  What are some best practices for how IT 
Service Management can deliver excellence in 
customer service?
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Several best practices can be applied to deliver excellence in 
customer service 

Services: Create a services strategy and 
catalog that enables critical business 
services

Process: Select quick ROI processes, 
breakdown silos 

Technology: Implement software 
accelerators 

Information: measure business and IT 
outcomes

People: establish a workable governance 
model
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What are some typical services for a service catalog?
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… ITIL is a set of industry standards, concepts 
and polices for managing IT infrastructure, 
development, and operations

ITIL (Information Technology Infrastructure Library) is just the
beginning …
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Strategy and 
Planning Design Implement Manage/Operate

Start with… or… to drive…

Service 
Management 
Strategy & 
Planning Services

Service 
Management 
Strategy & 
Planning Services

Service 
Management 
Managed Services

Service 
Management 
Managed Services

Key deliverables …
Assessment
Strategy & roadmap
Services portfolio
Services catalog 
strategy

Key deliverables …
Portfolio and catalog 
design
Redesign of 
services, processes, 
organization, 
technology 

Key deliverables …
Implemented 
services and 
processes

Key deliverables …
Managed services

Service Management Design and 
Implementation Services
Service Management Design and 
Implementation Services

IBM integrates and delivers best practices through a full set of
services
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Service Management Strategy & Planning Services

Financial BenefitsFinancial BenefitsFinancial Benefits

Sample Client ReferencesSample Client ReferencesSample Client References

• Lack of realized value from investments
• Poor customer service
• Lack of integrated IT processes, organization, 

technology, governance

Pain PointsPain PointsPain Points

How to Get StartedHow to Get StartedHow to Get Started

Best Practices Methods, Frameworks, 
Tools
Best Practices Methods, Frameworks, Best Practices Methods, Frameworks, 
ToolsTools

Through our recommendations, clients 
have;

• Reduced management costs 15-30%
• Increased client satisfaction by 30%  
• Reduced service disruptions by 20-

25% 
• Increased staff productivity by  25%
• Cut service request costs by 50%
• Increased availability by 50%

• Workshop (1 – 5 days)
• Readiness Assessment (4-6 weeks)
• Full Service Engagement (8 -12 weeks)

• IBM IT Service Reference Model™
• IBM IT Service Management Strategy & Calalog Services 
• IBM Process Reference Model-IT (PRM-IT)
• IBM Capability Maturity Assessment for ITIL® & PRM-IT 
• IBM ITSM Adoption Model and IBM Flash Assessment 
• IBM Service Management Model ™
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Client Example: Multinational world leader in the food industry
Challenge

Guarantee shareholders capital 
protection
Ensure the service consistency 
Optimize and control costs

Solution
Engaged IBM for Strategy & Plan, 
Catalog Services
Identified services for catalog
Assessed and classified services
Defined catalog structure  
Designed management process and 
tools
Published Service Catalog

Benefits
Created a single source of consistent 
information on all of the agreed 
services
Aligned to business priorities
Improved IT performance and (SLA)
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government business model

energy & utilities business model
credit cards business model

C2C1 C3 C4 C5 C6

IT Service 1

IT Service 2

IT Service 3

IT Service 4

Business Components

IT
 S

er
vi

ce
s

service catalog

15% of companies are organized through a service catalog 
today…
…As a result they expected a 30% increase in customer 
satisfaction

15% of companies are organized through a service catalog 
today…
…As a result they expected a 30% increase in customer 
satisfaction

Determine what is the business 
value to be created

Gain agreement on the value 

Begin with critical business 
services 

Identify the assets that will 
generate that value

Establish accessible services 
catalog

Measure outcomes, usage, 
satisfaction   

BEST PRACTICESBEST PRACTICES

Start with an IT Service Management strategy and plan that 
enables critical business services 
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Service Management Design and Implementation Services

Financial BenefitsFinancial BenefitsFinancial Benefits

Sample Client ReferencesSample Client ReferencesSample Client References

• High IT cost structure and poor service levels
• Lack of integrated processes; silo processes
• Lack of quality IT processes and performance

Pain PointsPain PointsPain Points

How to Get StartedHow to Get StartedHow to Get Started

Best Practices Methods, Frameworks, ToolsBest Practices Methods, Frameworks, ToolsBest Practices Methods, Frameworks, Tools

• Workshop (1 – 5 days)
• Readiness Assessment (4-6 weeks)
• Full Service Design Engagement (8 -12weeks)
• Full Implementation Engagement (12 weeks +)

• IBM Service Management Model ™
• IT Service Management Design and Implementation 

Services
• IBM Tivoli® Process Automation Engine (TPAE) Design 

Workshop, Implementation Best Practices, Accelerators
• ITIL, Process Reference Model-IT (PRM-IT)

• Leverage rapid and integrated process 
software implementation

• Decrease in expected implementation 
time by 50%

• Reduced service disruptions by 30%
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Challenge
Needed to implement a clinical information 
system

Solution
Launched Design & Impl. Services; incident, 
problem, change, event processes
IBM Tivoli® Service Request Manager 
IBM Tivoli® Application Dependency Discovery 
Manager software

Benefits
Implemented clinical information system in 6 
months rather than 2 years
Decreased call abandonment 15% 
Increased first call resolution 10%

‘Only IBM had the capability to optimize their own products as 
well as the ITIL implementation expertise to integrate our 
disparate systems’
Will Showalter, Chief Operating Officer

Service Workflows
S122- Procure Hardware/ Software or Services
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Per procurement 
request (or per 

request per asset)

Flat cost
Contract/relationship

 Maintenance

Contract Management Tool Configuration/Asset Tool

Approved 
vendor list

S416- Maintain 
and Manage an 
Asset Database

A823 Select 
Supplier and 

Negotiate 
Contract 

Received 
hardware, 

Software or 
Service

A826 Manage 
Supplier 

Relationship

Vendor 
Performance 

Reports

S121- Manage 
User Requests 

Per each initial 
vendor setup

A825 Receive 
Procurements

A824 
Administer 
Supplier 
Contract/ 

Agreement

A822 
Administer 

Procurement 
Requests

Average time to 
select new 
supplier

Average time to 
negotiate 

contract per 
period

Average time to 
process 

procurement per 
period

Number of 
errors by vendor 

per period

S214- Define 
Enterprise-wide 
Architecture and 

Standards

C2C1 C3 C4 C5 C6

IT Service 1

IT Service 2

IT Service 3

IT Service 4

Business Components

IT
 S

er
vi

ce
s

service catalog
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Launch IT process automation in areas that provide a quick 
ROI and breakdown silos 

Begin with services/processes that 
drive quick ROI (cost, quality, risk 
changes)

Use Process Automation Engine to 
accelerate implementation

Pilot a manageable set of ITIL 
processes from start to finish

Learn and understand usage 
patterns

Establish continuous improvement 
cycle 

Quick hits <realized return in less than 12 
months

• Incident, problem and/or service desk

• Event management and monitoring

• Performance and capacity management

• Service level management

• Asset and configuration/change mgmt

BEST PRACTICESBEST PRACTICES

Tivoli Process Automation Engine (TPAE) 
packages best practices to acceleration time-
to-value

• Process and Software Design Workshop

• Software Implementation Service  -
installation, integration, configuration, 
and customization

• Software Implementation best practices  
– process workflows,  documentation
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Technology
Avoid software customization
Drive technology integration
Pilot and study usage patterns, 
learn, and recalibrate

Processes
Implement standardized 
processes – differentiate 
through services
Architect around the 
service

Information
Measure both business and 
IT outcome
Deliver visibility of KPIs that 
promotes credibility

IT Services

People
Fit to the business 
governance
Establish governance for 
services, architecture, and 
investments

Source: IBM Market Intelligence, Service Management In an Uncertain Economy, January 2009.

Overall Best Practices

Services best practices are based on the optimal intersection 
of people, process, information and technology
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IBM Service Management Model™

IBM Services Reference Model for IT™
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Industry 
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Method for  
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catalog

Pre-defined 
process 
flows

Technology 
blueprint

Best practices 
in Org., Roles, 
Skills

Information 
and Data 
Models

Management 
policy,  
investments

Why use integrated best practices?

Source: IBM Global CEO Study 2006

Reduced
costs

Higher quality and 
customer satisfaction

Increased
revenue

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

Limited integrators Extensive integrators

Because value is realized faster

• Up 2 times as successful in reducing costs
• Up to 2 times as successful in increasing quality 

and customer satisfaction
• Up to 3 times as successful in increasing 

revenue 

We leverage an integrated IBM Service Management Model to 
accelerate time-to-value through best practices
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Source: IBM Market Intelligence, Service Management In an Uncertain Economy, January 2009.

There are several factors that enable delivering excellence in 
customer service

To Deliver Excellence in Customer Service, 
You need to have …

1. Strong stakeholder communications and 
collaboration

2. Detailed project plans and business cases

3. Clear roles, skills and staffing

4. Selection and pilot of appropriate software 
tools

5. Cultural change management plans
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4.  Service Management and Cloud?
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De
fin

iti
on

O
ffe

rin
g

Subscription &

Instantiation
Production

Term
ination

Cloud
Service
Cloud

Service

IT Service 
Management 

Platform

There are a number of IT service management processes that 
are required in support of Cloud computing.

Release Management and Provisioning 
Process Automation 
Event Management
IT Asset Management
Support

Request Fulfillment
Incident Management
Problem Management

Change Management
Configuration Management
Capacity Management
Performance Management
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End User 
Requests

& Operators

…

Service Request & 
Operations

Design 
& Build

Image Library
(Store)

Deployment

Operational
Lifecycle 
of Images

IT Infrastructure & Application
Provider

Service
Creation & Deployment

Virtual Image
Management

Service Catalog
Request UI

APIs
Standards Based Interfaces

Virtualized Infrastructure

Service Management

Service Oriented Architecture Information Architecture

Standards Based Interfaces

Service Catalog,
Component

Library

Datacenter
Infrastructure

Cloud Administrator

Access
Services

Optimized Middleware
(image deployment, integrated security, workload mgmt., high-availability)

Service Oriented Architecture Information Architecture

User Request Management/Self Service Portal

Security: Identity, Access, Integrity, 
Isolation, Audit & Compliance

Usage 
Accounting

License 
Management

Image Lifecycle 
Management Provisioning Performance  

Management
Availability/Backup/ 

Restore

Service Lifecycle Management

Service Management

Virtual Resources & Aggregations

SMP Servers Network HardwareStorage Servers
System Resources

Blades Storage

Virtualized Infrastructure

Server Virt. Storage Virt. Network Virt.

Service management is a key element in our architectural 
model for cloud computing. 
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IBM Tivoli Service
Automation Manager

Built on top of the IBM Service
Management Platform

Orchestrates technology, 
processes, people and data to
provide cloud computing 
services and service 
management of cloud 
computing

Tivoli Provisioning Manager

Provides rapid provisioning of
physical and virtual resources

IBM Service Management Platform

Provisioning

services

Usage and 
accounting

services

Monitoring

services

Security

services

Energy
management

services

Operational management technology
Platform

management
services

Virtualized IT infrastructure

Tivoli process automation engine
Workflows, work and job management, role-based access,
Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) services, notification,

escalation, governance, integration

Federated data subsystem
Services, assets, configuration items

Tivoli® Service Automation Manager 

Our Test Cloud and CloudBurst offerings are based Tivoli 
service management software components.
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Management Requirements stemming from the 
Cloud

Elasticity – no need to plan far ahead
- Customer expectation is 100% availability of service
- Shrink VM deployment cycles from 10+ minutes to seconds
- Application provisioning becomes ‘snapping together existing VM building 

blocks’
• Design a ‘VM-library’ of composeable services, which users can select and combine
• Simplify the configuration of such composite applications through wizards

No up-front Commitment – start small and grow
- Fine-grained accounting and billing must be built-in from the beginning
- Address data transfer bottlenecks and data lock-in

Pay per Resource on a short-term basis – reward efficient resource 
usage
- Minimizing power consumption becomes an additional objective function 

of the workload management problem
- New software licensing model for pay-for-use/bulk use licenses needed

Additional Challenges await you as Cloud Providers
We are here to help you
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4.  How can an organization move forward?
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1.  Create a Service Management Strategy and Plan for 
services value and systems efficiency 

IT Service Management Strategy & Plan

Identify the critical business services 
and processes

Identify the IT services that support 
and enable those business services

Identify the gaps

Develop an IT Service Management 
Strategy and Plan that includes;

people, management process, 
architecture, information, governance 
related to those  critical IT services.

Make the IT service management 
strategy and plan visible and 
integrated with the business plan
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internet service business model

healthcare provider business model

government business model

film, home video business model

energy & utilities business model

defense business model

credit cards business model

book publication business model

aerospace business model

aerospace business model

C2C1 C3 C4 C5 C6

IT Service 1

IT Service 2

IT Service 3

IT Service 4

Business Components

IT
 S

er
vi

ce
s

service catalog

What IT services are needed to support, enable or 
automate critical complements of the business 
strategy?

1.  Create a plan for services value and systems efficiency 
(continued) 
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Risk, Security, 
& Compliance 
Dashboards

2.  Measure beyond IT indicators – measure business 
outcomes

Measurements

Make a shift from system 
management orientation to a service 
management and business 
performance orientation  

Define clear business objectives, not 
just IT performance indicators; e.g., 
“we will train everyone on ITIL” – but 
to what end? What outcome is 
desired?

Measure both cost and quality metrics

Measure Key Goal Indicators (KGIs), 
not just IT Key Performance Indicators 
(KPIs)
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3.  Begin with the services, then integrate tools

Technology

Begin with the service and process, 
not the tools

Use integrated technologies and tools 
– integration is the key to value 

Establish the blueprint architecture 
based on the services and desired 
outcomes

Use the design as you introduce 
changes 

Don’t assume out of box tool 
functionality and a person with an ITIL 
Foundation exam is all you need 

Manage the end-to-end architecture, 
not just the tooling
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Collaboration and Influence

Remember – its not just tools and 
architecture – but decision rights and 
accountability chains that drive the 
behavior of “the people in the 
process.”

Clarify decision rights and 
accountability chains for directing and 
controlling each critical process and 
service

Breakdown silos and drive 
collaboration across boundaries

Proactively manage the changes that 
will be required to change behavior

Re-evaluate measurements and 
incentives around business outcomes

Consider changes to governance 
required to get this kind of change in 
behavior. 

70% of management system 
implementations fail, because the process 
and the organization were not given the 
proper importance. 

“The Goldilocks Syndrome”
CRM – Implementation failures… imagine a company implementing 
CRM a second or third time…
65% (Gartner), 60-70% (Giga), 67% (Insight Technology)

BPR – 50-70% failure to deliver value (Minnesota State University)

ERP – “public flame outs… failures… negative business impact”
The Prime Solution, Jeff Thule

4.  Drive collaborative behaviors and improved decision 
making
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Financial Automotive

Government

Banking Retail

IBM Component Business Models

IT Business 
Management

Business 
Resilience

Service & Solution 
Deployment

Service & Solution 
Development

Service & Solution 
Support

IT Services Reference Model and Service Definitions

Process Reference Model and Management Workflows

The Component Business Model for the Business of IT

Service 1

Service 2 Service 3

Service 4

Organization Reference / ISM Reference Architecture / Information Reference

Where is IBM going with 
Service Management?

Continued focus on industry and 
business services that can be 
enabled by IT Service Management

Help clients solve IT Governance 
issues 

- IT Service Management Strategy
- IT Enterprise Architecture
- IT Project Investments

Help clients with Service Catalogs

Create accelerators for quick 
Service Management process 
design and implementations 
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In the first year, dramatically improved overall quality of 
service by reducing system failures 58 percent, IT 
interruptions 39 percent, and downtime 80 percent

Saved the company US$250,000 annually through 
stream-lined business processes.  Gained a 33% increase 
in end-user satisfaction.

Standardized processes across 27 facilities 
in seven states, on time and within budget.

Will enable a savings of €15 million per year
through automation.  Reduced help-desk costs by 
25 percent through self-service features.

Improved IT availability and lower 
management costs.   30% increase in 
number of IT issues resolved within 4 hours

IBM Leadership and Value

Experience
• 30+ years industry leadership and thousands of client 

engagements
• Nearly 5,000 ITIL Certified and experienced resources

Intellectual Property
• Services intellectual property
• IBM Service Management Model, and other assets based 

on IBM best practices
• Reference architectures and implementation accelerators 

based on IBM software

Innovation
• IBM Service Science leadership with universities
• Partnership with IBM Research to develop standardized 

assets (e.g., SM Dashboard)

Market
• #1 in Performance & Availability – IDC
• #1 in Event Automation – IDC 
• #1 in Performance Management Software- IDC
• #1 in System Management- IDC
• #2 in Mobile Device Management- IDC
• #2 in Operating Systems and Subsystems- IDC
• #2 in Distributed Performance & Availability 

Management- IDC

*  Client references must be approved for external use

Reduced rates charged to internal server users 
7% to 10%. Eliminated non-value-added activities 
and leading to faster processing of service requests

IBM’s value proposition is in our experience, IP, and 
innovation delivered to the client to achieve results.

http://www.hsbc.com/1/2/home
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Questions? 
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CMMI-DEV, CMMI-ACQ, CMMI-SVC

ISO 9001

ISO/IEC 38500
ISO/IEC 15504
ISO/IEC 20000

ISO/IEC 90003
ISO/IEC 38500
ISO/IEC 15504
ISO/IEC 20000

ISO/IEC 90003

CMMI-DEV, CMMI-ACQ, CMMI-SVCCMMI-DEV, CMMI-ACQ, CMMI-SVC

ISO 9001

ISO/IEC 38500
ISO/IEC 15504
ISO/IEC 20000

ISO/IEC 90003
ISO/IEC 38500
ISO/IEC 15504
ISO/IEC 20000

ISO/IEC 90003

CRUX

“we know” “we do”

a vital, basic, decisive, or pivotal point: 
The crux of the trial was his whereabouts at the time of the murder.  

something that torments by its puzzling nature; a perplexing difficulty.  

—Synonyms 1. essence, core, gist.

Strategy, Assess, Plan, Design, Develop, Deploy 
Consultants, Architects, Specialists, Project Managers, SME’s

The “crux” of service management is how do you get from 
“knowing” best practices to “doing” them – effectively and 
efficiently?
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“Every human being, company, organization, city, 
nation, natural system and man-made system is becoming

This is leading to new savings and efficiency—but perhaps 
as important, new possibilities for progress.”

Instrumented Interconnected Intelligent

Something meaningful is happening:
The world is about to get a whole lot smarter
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Today’s smart assets are enabling new levels of service 
innovation, differentiation and a new service economy …

Access               Access               
OnOn--demanddemand

CostCost--efficient efficient 
PowerPower

Just in time Just in time 
ProductionProduction

Anytime Anytime 
AssistanceAssistance

Quality        Quality        
Health CareHealth Care

RealReal--time time 
informationinformation

…where everything is a service.

InIn--flight flight 
BroadbandBroadband

UserUser--initiated Cloud initiated Cloud 
ServicesServices
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Differentiated Business Services

VisibilityVisibilityVisibility ControlControlControl AutomationAutomationAutomation

IBM Service ManagementIBM Service ManagementIBM Service Management

Business Objectives

Manage Risk Reduce CostImprove Service

Business Processes

IT Assets    Business Assets

IT Processes

People InformationBusiness Indicators IT Indicators

IBM Service Management provides visibility, control and automation 
that extends well beyond IT….
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Transforming Assets into Business Value™
IBM Service Management

Only IBM Service Management:

Brings the in-depth industry expertise
needed to help you create and manage 
differentiated services and products for 
improved customer satisfaction and 
retention. 

Offers modular solutions for all stages 
of the service lifecycle to help you 
integrate service delivery across 
organizational boundaries, improve 
time to market and reduce cost and risk.

Provides the visibility, control and 
automation needed to leverage your 
business and IT assets and deliver a 
dynamic infrastructure that adapts to 
changing business requirements.
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Customer 

Management

Partners

Design

Strategy

Improvement

Service

TransitionOperation

Service

Line of 
Business

Operations

How do we create 
& manage a 

dynamic service 
infrastructure?

How do we continually 
improve services to 

meet & exceed 
customer 

expectations?

How do we deploy & 
manage changes to 

services in an 
efficient & controlled 

manner?

How do we assure the 
quality & continuity of 
services & processes 

in production?

What services do 
we want to deliver & 
how do we ensure 
competitive edge?

Customer 
Management

Partners

Service Lifecycle

Modular solutions help address any stage of the service 
lifecycle…
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